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What a pleasure it is to record the incredible role Hobbiton continues to play in the lives of so many 
people. In this edition readers will be able to appreciate the community support Hobbiton gets, the 
major adventure and educational empowerment children receive and the leadership the staffs of 
both campsites play. However, all these wonderful achievements are not easily accomplished 
without the support of the Eastern Cape supporters. Both Hobbiton campsites depend on the good 
will and donations of those who can and are willing to help. The Jubilee Newsletter is designed to 
generate more support through showing you that Hobbiton continues to be worthy of your support. 
We look forward to next year, our Jubilee year, when celebrations will be held for all. We are proud 
of the legacy this institution has earned. 

Hobbiton Under Privileged Children’s Camp: 19 – 22 June 2019

A total of 35 children were selected from the disadvantaged areas of Macleantown, Khayalisha in 
Reaston, Thembalethu, Mdantsane and Hogsback, who attended a holiday camp at Hobbiton.  The 
children experienced team building and personal development in activities such as abseiling, zip 
wire, climbing wall, hiking to the beautiful waterfalls and FUN! On the Bright Light Project Day 
(volunteer funded), Wildlife Hogsback and the Cape Parrot Project contributed. 

  

Two local researchers on the interaction between humans and nature, Greg Guzzo and Maria
Bobbio, gave a live demonstration on conservation and how important it is to respect and conserve

Nature. They ended with a walk through the ‘pristine’ forests and collected a total of 30 blackbags of
litter! We hope the invaluable lessons by these passionate academics will have a lasting effect. A big
thank you to Nombuyiselo, Maria and Greg for helping enlighten the children about the future. The

children absolutely enjoyed the Bright Light Day.

The Camp through a Volunteer’s Eyes

Another UPC camp has passed and just like the last ones, this one was filled with adrenalin, great 
moments and tradition.
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Even though it was warmer than the last winter camp, the traditional Breaking-the-Ice morning swim
was a big challenge for children and instructors, but every single one made it across the pool.

Being a smaller camp than usual, the children were able to do the hikes and different rope courses 
together which helped to bring them together as a team. Everyone felt very comfortable quickly.  
The hikes were filled with laughter, lots of singing, instructors carrying the little ones and fun. 
Highlights were overcoming fears at the trapeze jump, the zip line and abseiling, aiming for the 
target at archery and climbing all the way to the top of the climbing wall.

The last day was Bright Light Day, a project sponsored by past and current volunteers whose main 
goal is to transfer skills to the children. This year’s theme was My Community, My City, My Country, 
My World. The children worked with the Cape Parrot Project and Wildlife Hogsback. Nombuyiselo 
Duma taught them how to identify seeds, how to transfer and plant trees, how compost works and 
what the habitat of the Cape Parrot is.  With Maria and Greg from Wildlife Hogsback, they learned 
how soil and other materials filter the water and what the impact of litter is. With the environment 
in mind we were able to collect 30 bags of litter which was in a high tourism area. Another skill was 
baking and so at Hobbiton they learned how to bake Oreo’s which everyone enjoyed.

Saying goodbye to the children wasn’t easy and the last minutes were filled with hugs, tears of joy 
and instructors signing the brand-new shirts in the different colours. As a returning volunteer and 
doing a second UPC, it was a real pleasure to have this opportunity again. To the up-and-coming 
instructors that get this opportunity, I know that a camp like this is not just fun and games, but hard 
work but the end result is that you know that you have planted positive seeds in the children.

Kata Tergau

  
Hobbiton facilitates exciting moments in the lives of children helped by the opportunities local

enthusiasts give

Marketing of Hobbiton
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The Hobbiton display at the Hemingway Home and Lifestyle Expo in East London produced much
interest and support. We were grateful to Mark Andersen for his donation. Please email us at

hobbitons@telkomsa.net for comments.

Make a Donation or Buy the   Hobbiton History   (R70), Shadow and Sky (novel 
inspired by Hobbiton) (R150) or the Hobbiton Mug (R80)

Donations and Pledges may be started  

now for the Jubilee celebrations in 2020:  

Account name - Hobbiton Association 

First National Bank Branch Code – 220 221 

Account No – 52 12 12 62 879; Reference Jubilee

 

Donations to Hobbiton 

Hobbiton was started as, and still is, a voluntary organization whose existence is dependent on the 
goodwill of those who value its role in helping others. Hobbiton is a registered Non-Profit 
organisation (107-254-NPO) and a registered Public Benefit Organisation (930044696) and can 
therefore issue Tax Certificates for donations in terms of SARS Section 18A. 

Hobbiton Fund-raiser, an MTB Cycle Race to be held on 14 December 2019 

The major fund-raising event for the Hobbiton Jubilee celebrations is the MTB cycle race. Entries are 
coming through from enthusiasts and institutions.  
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In celebrating Hobbiton’s 75-year Jubilee in 2020, a weekend of festivities will be hosted which will 
include the opening of a new Middle Ropes Course at Hogsback.  

The race will include a 5km Fun Ride, 15km and 45km routes hugging the dolerite rock faces of the 
iconic three Hogsback Mountains. The longer route will take riders through normally restricted areas
of indigenous forest filled with squawking Cape Parrots (endangered), up onto vast grasslands, and 
then through cool pine plantations before descending back towards Hobbiton and more magical 
forest and waterfalls to the cheers of Samango monkeys! The 45km race is hoping to attract at least 
200 riders and their families, the other races will be a bonus but no less important or fun.  

Rance Timbers has graciously waived the entrance fee thus making a substantial donation to 
Hobbiton. We look forward to your entries. Entry forms for Bike race 14 December 2019 are 
available on the Hobbiton webpage. Please email to hobbitons@telkomsa.net  .   

Fairewood offers so many Opportunities
 
Following on from our successful motorbike rally fundraiser, we have had the offer of 5 zipwire 
trolleys donated to us worth R1500 each. On Sunday the 16th of June we let our first non-Hobbiton 
staff go down, a group of 5 middle-aged women who wanted to see what we had on offer. They all 
absolutely loved it and want to get friends and family back. The new trolleys work perfectly and 
ensure a nice, smooth ride.

  
Leviathan emerges! Josh Paton pioneered the Fairewood campsite; the Jungle Gym takes shape and

already has had valuable use

We recently had a Jungle Gym donated to us and although it is aimed at the younger kids, we have 
had young adults enjoying it too. The photo is of a Port Alfred school for mentally handicapped 
children enjoying the Jungle Gym the day after it was installed.

The swimming pool is in and works well. We are still getting the concrete slab around it put in and 
the fencing finished before we can use it. On the winter Solstice members of the community met for 
the Polar Plunge into Grey Dam at 7:30 am as a fundraiser for blankets for the needy. Hobbiton was 
well represented although the photos don't do the event justice. I am out of my Hobbiton shirt for 
the swim! During the Makhanda (Grahamstown) Festival Hobbiton's accommodation has been 
booked by the Youth Dance Company. We will hand out fliers for the Zipwire and Clamber wall.
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Zipwire from PPM tower; coming into land across the valley at the Fairewood Game reserve campsite
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